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‘Shelves’: using saved lists 
in CentAUR 
 
The shelves facility allows a logged in user to save selected publications to a named 
list, a ‘shelf’. The shelf can be updated, edited, and shared with other logged in 
University of Reading staff users. 
IMPORTANT: To see all features of ‘Shelves’, first time users should refresh browser 
 
Creating a shelf 
 
1. Log in on CentAUR 
2. Select ‘Manage shelves’ from the left menu 
 
 
 
3. Click ‘New Shelf’  
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4. Add a title and description (optional) to the new shelf, and save. 
 
 
 
5. You can now see the newly created shelf. The icons to the right of it allow you to view, 
edit, set permissions or delete it. Click ‘Help’ at the top left of the screen for 
information. 
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6. Click on the manage access icon and edit as necessary.  
 
You will now see a screen in which you can add other University of Reading staff as:   
 Shelf Administrators (full rights to add to, edit, delete or change permissions) 
 Shelf Editors (can add or remove items from the shelf) 
 Shelf Readers (can view the contents of the shelf) 
 
a. To add a user, type their University of Reading staff username into the 
appropriate field and click ‘Lookup’ 
b. To remove a user, delete their name and click ‘Save’ 
 
7. ‘Publicly Visible’. To allow any logged-in user to view your shelf, change the default 
setting to ‘Yes’.  NB it is not possible to make a shelf visible to the external public. 
 
 
Adding publications to a shelf 
 
1. Search for the publications(s) that you wish to add to the shelf. Use ‘Search’, not ‘Browse. 
2. On the search results page: 
a. Select the appropriate shelf or create a new one – see the top left of the screen. 
(You will only be able to see shelves that you have created or to which other shelf 
owners have given you editor or administrator access.) 
b. Click ‘Add to shelf’ next to the publication(s) you wish to select. Click ‘Remove’ to 
remove them. 
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Editing a shelf 
 
To change the order of the items in the shelf, to delete or hide specific items: 
1. Log in on CentAUR 
2. Select ‘Manage shelves’ from the left menu 
3. Click the edit icon next to the shelf to be edited 
4. Refer to the guidance in Help (top left of screen) 
 
 
Sharing a shelf 
 
1. Log in on CentAUR 
2. Select ‘Manage shelves’ from the left menu 
3. Click the ‘view shelf’ icon next to the shelf that you wish to share 
4. Copy and paste the shelf URL, now showing in your browser. Send the URL to the 
University of Reading staff member with whom you wish to share it.  
 You will need to have made them an editor of the shelf for them to access the shelf 
via the URL. (page 3, point 6 above) 
OR 
 If you have made the shelf ‘Publicly visible’ then any staff member will be able to 
access the shelf. (page 3, point 7 above) 
 
 
